PRESENTING FMA FOUNDATION’S FIRST ANNUAL

Fudan Management Science Forum
August 18-19, 2006 • Shanghai, China

Objectives

- Improving communications and understandings among Chinese and international researchers in the field of Management Science
- Probing the evolution and progress of Management Science in China
- Accelerating the implementation of Management Science in the social economic development of China
- Promoting the studies of Chinese researchers and their influences on the world

Featured Topics

- The role of Management Science in sustainable development
- The blueprint of the development of Management Science in China
- The frontier of Management Science research in the world and its implementation in China

Draft Programme

- Plenary Session: invited speeches by well-known scientists
- Round Table Session: free discussion on various topics by groups of experts and specialists

Guest Speaker

Prof. Patrick Lee Brockett, University of Texas at Austin, USA
Prof. Anna Nagurney, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, USA
Prof. Midler Christophe, l’Ecole Polytechnique, France
Prof. Guo Chongqing, Academician of CAE, Tongji University, China
Prof. Liu Renhuai, Academician of CAE, Jinan University, China
Prof. Wang Zhongtuo, Academician of CAE, Dalian Polytechnic University, China
Prof. Wang Yingluo, Academician of CAE, Xi’an Jiaotong University, China
Prof. Zheng Shaolian, Fudan University, China
Prof. Liu Zunyi, Hong Kong University
Mr. Zhu Ming, Bank of China
Mrs Xie QiHua, Baosteel Group

The unique event offers you a high level of personal interaction with top researchers from all over the world. The forum invites your presentation and contribution.

Only registered participants will be guaranteed attendance. Call 86-21-6510-1529, or Fax 86-21-6510-3060 for details.

Sponsored by: Fudan Management Award Foundation, National Natural Science Foundation of China, Management School of Fudan University

FMA Foundation, dedicated to improve management studies in China
Fudan Management Science Forum

Location
Starr Building
School of Management, Fudan University
670 Guoshun Road
Shanghai 200433, China

Participants should make their hotel reservations through the Forum.

Important Dates:
Registration deadline: 1st July, 2006
Forum Dates: 18th – 19th August, 2006

To register, please contact:
Ms. Helena Huang
Tel: 8621-65101529
Fax: 8621-65103060
Email: helenahuang@fudan.edu.cn
Add: Room 710, Lidansan Building
    School of Management
    Fudan University,
    Shanghai, 200433, China

FMS FORUM PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Chair
Long Yongtu, General secretary, Bo’ao Asia Forum; Vice president, Fudan Management Award Foundation

Vice-Chair
Prof. Zheng Zukang, Dean, school of management, Fudan University
Prof. Chen Rongqiu, School of Management, Central China University of Science & Technology
Prof. Gan Xiaoqing, Vice president, Nanchang University
Prof. Xi Youmin, Vice president, Xian Jiaotong University
Prof. Ma Qinguo, Vice dean, Management school, Zhejiang University
Prof. Sheng Zhaohan, Dean, School of Engineering Management, Nanjing University
Prof. Tang Xiaowen, Vice president, University of Electronic Science and Technology
Prof. Wu Chongfeng, Antai School of Management, Shanghai Jiaotong University
Prof. Zhang Weiyin, Vice Dean, Guanghua School of Management, Peking University
Prof. Yang Deli, Ex-Dean, School of Management, Dalian Polytechnic University
Prof. Huang Huijun, School of Economic and Management, Beihang University, assistant director, management science department, National natural science foundation committee
Prof. Zhu Daoli: Director, Department of Management Science, School of Management, Fudan University; Director, Modern Logistics Management Research center, Fudan University

Register Today! Join top researchers as they share their experiences and new insights for meeting the challenge of sustainable development.